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INTRODUCTION

As a nation, we value freedom. We have fought numerous wars here and abroad all for the sake of protecting freedom. The freedom we value most is political freedom. In our zeal to safeguard our civil liberties, civil rights, and other forms of political freedom, however, we somehow lost sight of the encroaching threats to our financial freedom. Indeed, after decades of neglect, our financial freedom is now the freedom that is most at risk.

For the last several decades, we have narrowly construed financial freedom to be the virtually unlimited right to engage in financial transactions unimpeded by governmental intervention or regulations. This construction of financial freedom encourages people to incur massive amounts of debt since any attempt to prevent them from exercising their financial freedom arguably would be a form of unfreedom. The current financial crisis vividly and painfully demonstrates, however, that far too many people in the United States lack real control over their financial lives.

This Article uses the current economic crisis to show how giving people the freedom to bury themselves in debt gives them an illusion of freedom, but ultimately deprives them of any true sense of financial freedom. Part I of this Article discusses freedom generally and financial freedom specifically. This Part also shows how most discussions of “freedom” involve political liberty and argues that this country has never protected financial freedom as vigorously as it has protected political freedom.

Part II examines how our societal views of consumerism and debt have changed over time and how a society that once scorned overspending slowly became consumed by the desire to consume. Part III considers how much freedom is too much freedom and then shows how giving people an almost unlimited right to exercise the freedom to make investment and spending decisions may not be in their long-term best interest. This Part notes that the value we place on freedom of contract may be one reason we reluctantly regulate potentially harmful financial activities.

Part IV discusses the “new” unregulated financial freedom consumers have and then lists the consequences that often result when consumers have too much financial freedom. Part V explains why financial freedom is vanishing and why giving people the power to go into debt gives them the illusion of freedom, but does not give them true financial freedom. Moreover, the temporary illusion of financial freedom causes people to make unwise spending decisions that ultimately strip them of control over their finances and render them incapable of managing their financial lives. Part VI presents the most frequently cited causes for our changed norms
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about thrift and frugality, and our seeming willingness as a nation to ac-
cept a culture of consumer indebtedness. The Article concludes by show-
ning how over-indebtedness and our almost total lack of financial freedom
increasingly impose sometimes unexpected personal and external costs on
individuals as well as the U.S. as a whole.

I. FREEDOM

A. Generally

“To coerce a man is to deprive him of freedom—freedom from
what?”1

Freedom has been described as a term that is “so porous that there is
little interpretation that it seems able to resist.”2 People often disagree
about the precise definition of freedom, and the meaning of the term
seems to differ depending on the person’s moral and political worldview.3
Perhaps the most basic and common understanding of freedom is that it
allows you to choose, and then to achieve, a goal without anything or any-
one intentionally impeding your actions.4 Though people might disagree
about the exact contours of the definition of freedom, most would agree
that more freedom is better than less freedom since greater freedom gives
you more opportunities to help yourself, control your life, and maybe even
influence other people or things.5

Freedom most often is expressed in positive and negative terms and
usually is thought to have two fundamental, but often conflicting, parts:
freedom from and freedom to.6 Positive freedom generally examines what
or who is the source of control or interference that determines whether a
person can engage in certain activities.7 A person would have positive
freedom if she has the physical and mental ability to choose goals and
nothing prohibits her from planning for, and exercising control over the
achievement of, those goals. Positive freedom anticipates that the person
can predict what will happen as she strives to achieve her goals, or wheth-
er she likely will be able to achieve her goals, based on an understanding

1. ISAIAH BERLIN, LIBERTY 168 (Henry Hardy ed., 2002).
2. Id.
3. GEORGE LAKOFF, WHOSE FREEDOM? THE BATTLE OVER AMERICA’S MOST IMPORTANT IDEA
22 (Farrar, Straus, and Giroux 2006).
4. Id. at 25, 29.
5. AMARTYA SEN, DEVELOPMENT AS FREEDOM 18 (1999); RONALD T. WILCOX, WHATEVER
HAPPENED TO THRIFT? WHY AMERICANS DON’T SAVE AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT 60 (2008)
(“Freedom to choose implies a greater capacity for self-expression and actualization.”).
7. BERLIN, supra note 1, at 169.
that her decisions will not be affected by external forces like the negative intervention of others.\(^8\) Negative freedom is generally defined by the limits, barriers, restrictions, or impediments that are placed on a person’s ability to act. Thus, freedom is often defined by what it is not: you are free if you are not in chains, imprisoned, enslaved, trapped, oppressed, held down, held back, or powerless.\(^9\)

Freedom requires more, however, than just the absence of impediments to act. Freedom includes the process and procedure that is needed to exercise freedom and also the capacity to seize actual opportunities that freedom provides.\(^10\) Thus, to have freedom, a person must have access or adequate opportunities to achieve the goals that he or she would like to achieve because even if there is no actual prohibition against a certain activity or decision, a person lacks freedom if he or she is deprived of the opportunity to engage in an activity or to make a decision.\(^11\)

B. Financial Freedom

Defining personal financial freedom is perhaps even more complicated than defining freedom itself. Defining financial freedom requires some combination of the following: evaluating the morally and politically charged concept of freedom; calculating how to equitably assess financial resources; determining when (or whether) a person has a meaningful opportunity to use his allocated resources; and, deciding how much responsibility people should take for the choices they make when using their allocated resources.\(^12\)

Financial freedom, at a minimum, serves to shield people from things they do not want, including hunger, homelessness, illnesses, or dangers.\(^13\) Most people would agree that if you fall below a certain minimum level of resources you cease to have financial freedom.\(^14\) Indeed, financial freedom is often defined by what it is not, as economic slavery is the term that often is used to describe people who are too poor to afford things or participate in legally permissible activities.\(^15\) It is, of course, possible for a person to have financial freedom even if his financial resources are small relative to others. However, financial freedom necessarily assumes that the

---

8. Id.; LAKOFF, supra note 3, at 25.
9. LAKOFF, supra note 3, at 29.
10. SEN, supra note 5, at 17.
12. SEN, supra note 5, at 72–73, 283–85. See EDWIN R.A. SELIGMAN, THE ECONOMICS OF INSTALMENT SELLING 275 (1927) (“Because some individuals or even some classes are so improvident as to allow themselves to be caught in the maelstrom of discouragement, shall we say that this represents a true picture of credit, whether in the form of instalment selling or of any other variety?”).
13. SEN, supra note 5, at 17.
14. BERLIN, supra note 1, at 170.
15. Examples would include purchasing a loaf of bread or filing suit in court. Id.
person has adequate access to, and the opportunity to use, at least a minimal amount of financial resources since it would be meaningless to conclude that a person has financial freedom if he or she is completely deprived of the opportunity to engage in even basic financial activities.

In general, people have financial freedom if they can plan for future spending decisions, or can make reasonable predictions about their future ability to spend money or make purchases. A person would lack economic or financial freedom if he cannot make spending decisions or choices because of monetary limitations or restrictions, or if an external factor or process prevents him from being able to control his spending decisions. Assuming a person is above the economic slavery threshold, whether a person who fails to engage in particular financial transactions has financial freedom would depend on the causes for the failure to participate in those activities and whether that failure is caused by the individual’s lack of responsibility or by factors outside of his control. Even if a person has the actual means to participate in certain economic activities, she would not have financial freedom if she is prevented from making use of that freedom or otherwise controlling (by planning for or making choices about) her economic decisions.16

C. Protecting Freedom: Historically

Most current debates over freedom concern political freedom, i.e., civil rights and civil liberties, and this type of freedom is often discussed in the context of the need or desire to protect against slavery, oppression, and tyranny.17 Of course, this is not surprising given the revolutionary origins of this country. Ever since the political leaders in this country declared our independence from England, we have had an almost single-minded national focus on protecting political rights and liberties and on ensuring that citizens have the right to determine who will govern the country and which principles will be used to govern them.18

Other countries have protected socioeconomic or financial rights in their constitutions.19 In contrast, the U.S. has never been willing to ensh-

16. Id. at 171, 178; SEN, supra note 5, at 25, 284.
17. SEN, DEVELOPMENT AS FREEDOM, supra note 5, at 17, 38. For example, I recently attended a luncheon sponsored by the Anti-Defamation League in Austin, Texas. In the context of introducing the recipient (the President of the University of Texas-Austin) of the Jurisprudence Award, prominent trial lawyer Joe Jamail discussed the importance of protecting “freedom.” In doing so, he linked that term with the Rule of Law and the need to protect citizens against slavery and anarchy.
18. Political freedom has been described as “the opportunities that people have to determine who should govern and on what principles, and also include the possibility to scrutinize and criticize authorities, to have freedom of political expression and an uncensored press, [and] to enjoy the freedom to choose between different political parties.” SEN, supra note 5, at 38.
19. The constitutions of at least 54 countries, on all continents except Antarctica, guarantee economic or financial rights. For example, Afghanistan provides that “[d]ebt shall not curtail or deprive the freedom of the individual,” while Costa Rica ensures that “[n]o person may be imprisoned for
rine financial freedom with the same protections we have given the freedom not to be oppressed, tyrannized, enslaved, or otherwise deprived of our political rights. Moreover, early U.S. political leaders appear to have knowingly rejected the notion of characterizing financial rights as basic unalienable rights. For example, the Virginia Declaration of Rights provided:

[A]ll men are by nature equally free and independent, and have certain inherent rights, of which, when they enter into a state of society, they cannot, by any compact, deprive or divest their posterity; namely, the enjoyment of life and liberty, with the means of acquiring and possessing property, and pursuing and obtaining happiness and safety.

Thomas Jefferson is thought to have relied extensively on this document and to have adapted much of its text when writing the Declaration of Independence. But, the Declaration of Independence omits economic or financial rights from the list of inalienable rights that are protected, an oddity that has long puzzled historians.

D. Modern Protections

The Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution and various federal statutes do, of course, protect individual property rights.
However, from the Revolutionary War to the Civil War, to the U.S. involvement in World War II after the attack on Pearl Harbor, to the terrorist attacks on the U.S. on 9/11, the freedom this nation has tenaciously fought to protect has largely focused on political rights and liberties. For example, just in the last two years Congress has passed at least five new laws, and the Supreme Court has issued at least five opinions that are designed to protect political freedom or protect against the erosion of civil liberties or other noneconomic freedoms.

To be sure, during this period individual members of Congress have introduced legislation that would have protected consumers from the harms associated with certain financial transactions and, after years of failed attempts, finally passed legislation that is designed to improve accountability and transparency in the financial system and to exercise better regulatory powers over mortgages and credit cards. Congress—as a whole—seemed more intent on protecting the political freedom of U.S. citizens and those under the control of the U.S. government than preventing those same people from the financial ruin often associated with high-cost consumer credit transactions. Thus, during the same period that Congress and the Supreme Court have assiduously protected political freedom, Congress considered at least eight bills that give struggling homeowners relief from foreclosures or other housing-related financial problems.
Congress considered multiple pieces of legislation during this same time frame that would protect credit card customers from the consequences of some credit card practices,\textsuperscript{30} that would create a process to rate credit cards based on their consumer-friendly terms,\textsuperscript{31} and that would ban or limit potentially unfair or predatory credit card terms or practices\textsuperscript{32} and the recently enacted Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protec-


tion Act created a Consumer Financial Protection Agency, an independent “watchdog” agency that is authorized to protect American consumers from hidden fees, abusive terms, and deceptive practices by ensuring that they receive clear and accurate information about mortgages, credit cards, and other financial products.

Congress passed (and expanded) the Homeowners’ Assistance Program to respond to the credit crisis. However, neither that bill nor any other bill passed in the last two years (including the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act) lets homeowners force lenders to reduce the amount of their mortgages or the total debt they owe on their homes. While Congress enacted the Helping Families Save Their Home Act of 2009 in May 2009, the Senate refused to permit bankruptcy judges to modify the mortgages of people who filed for bankruptcy. Thus, the last major piece of bankruptcy legislation was, ironically, designed to make it harder (not easier) for people to relieve themselves of too much debt. Likewise, Congress failed until recently to pass any of the bills that restrict the rights of credit card issuers or that generally expand consumers’ rights in credit card transactions. Only after the failed attempts of three Congressional sessions did Congress pass the Credit Card Accountability, Responsibility, and Disclosure (CARD) Act, which, among other provisions, curbs some controversial credit card practices like the card companies’ ability to apply penalty interest rates or to unilaterally charge a fee to increase credit limits.

33. See John D. Geanakoplos & Susan P. Koniak, Matters of Principal, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 5, 2009, at A31 (arguing that foreclosure relief must include reducing principal, not just modifying interest rates).

34. Helping Families Save Their Home Act of 2009, supra note 29 (providing for mortgage relief, but not giving bankruptcy judges the authority to modify mortgage terms for bankrupt homeowners).


II. CHANGING VIEWS OF FINANCIAL FREEDOM

A. Financial Freedom and the American Dream

Financial freedom is intricately connected to the concept of the “American Dream.” Defining the American Dream, like defining freedom or financial freedom, is no easy task though most would agree that it entails financial security and the general ability to live comfortably. The American Dream is a dual-edged concept, however, that encompasses both the ideal of a better life and also the bundle of consumer goods and leisure that are needed to achieve the goal. Thus, like financial freedom, to live the American Dream means that you can buy or do the things you want, that you can live where you want to, drive the car you want to, work if you want to, or stop working when you get tired of working. The ability to purchase consumer durable goods has always been part of the American Dream, and there was a significant increase in purchases of durable goods (especially cars) at the turn of the twentieth century. Still—while we seem to have forgotten this in recent years—the American Dream’s current focus on rampant overspending, over-indebtedness, and not working is a relatively recent phenomenon for most Americans, and it only recently became acceptable for people to be hopelessly over-indebted.

B. Thrift and Frugality (aka Debt is Bad)

“The rich ruleth over the poor, and the borrower is servant to the lender.”

38. CALDER, supra note 37, at 4.
39. Things like traveling, buying health services, having political influence, or sending your children to college.
40. LAKOFF, supra note 3, at 43; CALDER, supra note 37, at 3 (providing definition of the dream as including “a house in the suburbs with a backyard for the kids to play in, a patio for barbecues, a shady street, bright and obedient children, camping trips, fishing, two family cars, seeing the kids taking part in school and church plays, and online access to the world”) (quoting Marilyn vos Savant).
42. HILLEL BLACK, BUY NOW PAY LATER 84 (1961) (“An equally important reason why debt is so eagerly grasped is that without it [consumers] could not realize the Twentieth Century American Dream.”); ALFRED L. MALABRE, JR., BEYOND OUR MEANS: HOW AMERICA’S LONG YEARS OF DEBT, DEFICITS, AND RECKLESS BORROWING NOW THREATEN TO OVERWHELM Us 16–17 (1987) (discussing changed views of working, and the negative connotations now associated with the term “workaholic”).
There have always been borrowing, lending, and thus, debt. But, the earliest views and treatment of over-indebtedness and consumerism were negative and harsh. Biblical laws and laws that existed under the British feudal system allowed creditors to take the wages of debtors, allowed creditors to take their debtors’ real or personal property, and permitted people to be sent to debtors’ prisons if they failed to repay their debts. Early British laws also gave creditors the right to force a debtor who fraudulently incurred debts to be “set upon the pillory in some public place” and, two hours later, “have one of his or her ears nailed to the pillory and cut off.” Of course, being imprisoned or maimed was harsh. But, these penalties were actually more lenient than earlier penalties for the nonpayment of debts. Specifically, sixteenth-century British debtors who were deemed to have fraudulently incurred debts could be executed for not paying their bills. While an effective way to signal the importance of repaying your creditors, executing the debtor obviously did little to enhance the likelihood that the creditor’s debt would ever be repaid.

The early British inhabitants of the U.S. also appeared to reject the concept of luxury or self-indulgence and, instead, preached the gospel of thrift and frugality. Credit, while to be avoided generally, was only acceptable if the purpose of the borrowing was to purchase socially productive things or services. Perhaps the best reflection of the early colonial views of debt and credit was expressed in Benjamin Franklin’s admonishment that “the borrower is a slave to the lender, and the debtor to the creditor . . . preserve your freedom; and maintain your independency: be industrious and free; be frugal and free.” During this period, credit was most often portrayed as being seductive and something noble men should

44. BLACK, supra note 42, at 7 (noting that the “Babylonians, the Egyptians, the Celts and the Romans among other civilizations, extended credit. Even the Puritans on the Mayflower bought passage on an installment plan.”); WILCOX, supra note 5, at 18 (“The Babylonians had detailed laws for dealing with debt contracts. The Greeks and Romans both used credit extensively to finance far-flung commercial ventures.”); SELIGMAN, supra note 12, at 33 (noting that debt contracts existed in the Middle Ages).

45. A site maintained by Christian Oriented Education, Inc., a non-profit organization whose mission is to provide personal finance education using the practical applications of biblical principles, provides an interesting perspective on the modern biblical view of debt. See About C.O.E., Inc., http://www.coeinc.org/AllPages/9Sections/Sidebar/AboutUs.htm (last visited Aug. 15, 2010).


47. BARTY-KING, supra note 46, at 17–18.

48. MANN, supra note 46, at 46.

49. For a discussion of the moral history of frugality and thrift, and how world views toward those concepts have changed over time, see DAVID M. TUCKER, THE DECLINE OF THRIFT IN AMERICA: OUR CULTURAL SHIFT FROM SAVING TO SPENDING 1–14 (1991).

50. CALDER, supra note 37, at 101.

avoid.\textsuperscript{52} Many colonial leaders viewed debt repayment as a morally righteous obligation that could be satisfied only if the debts were repaid in full.\textsuperscript{53} Debtors, who were almost always small business owners, were viewed as having a moral obligation to repay their debts by all means necessary even if that entailed selling everything they owned.\textsuperscript{54} While early views of debt pitied the poor, it characterized people who did not repay their debts as sinners.\textsuperscript{55} Indeed, debt was viewed as part of the trinity of evil: “debt, dirt, and the devil.”\textsuperscript{56}

As was true in England, to help debtors in America understand the importance of thrift, frugality, and of repaying their debts, they also could be imprisoned if they failed to pay their bills.\textsuperscript{57} Unlike British debtors, people who failed to repay their bills in the U.S. were not always sent to freestanding debtors’ prisons. Instead, in most instances, they were sent to prisons that housed debtors with other criminals, and these prisons were sometimes dangerously violent.\textsuperscript{58} The conditions in these jails were brutal: cells were severely overcrowded, often unheated, and unsanitary.\textsuperscript{59} Moreover, prisoners (or their families) were forced to provide their own food and clothing. Those who lacked the means to provide these basic necessities would have to beg others, or pay often exorbitant sums to jailors, or would simply be forced to go without.\textsuperscript{60}

Imprisoning debtors in the U.S. also did little to increase the likelihood that debts would be repaid. However, these harsh conditions stigmatized debtors, reinforced the negative cultural views associated with incurring too much debt, and painfully showed debtors the importance of working hard and making sacrifices to honor your duty to repay your debts.\textsuperscript{61} Thus, while creditors rarely were repaid by imposing harsh conditions

\textsuperscript{52} MANN, supra note 46, at 120–121. One historian observes, however, that there were distinctive regional and cultural views toward credit and frugality. \textit{Id.} at 134 (“Frugality was not a southern virtue.”); CALDER, supra note 37, at 94–95 (discussing characterizations of debt as temptation).

\textsuperscript{53} MANN, supra note 46, at 36–37, 39. See also PATRICK SELIM ATIYAH, THE RISE AND FALL OF FREEDOM OF CONTRACT 78–83 (1979) (discussing 18th Century views of the moral obligation to observe promises).

\textsuperscript{54} MANN, supra note 46, at 38, 42.

\textsuperscript{55} \textit{Id.} at 38. See also TUCKER, supra note 49, at 12 (“Christians in British America never ceased to worry about weak and profligate human nature. . . . Rhetoric from the Protestant ethic so pervaded the culture that even the American War of Independence became a struggle of frugal, industrious, and virtuous Americans against assaults of a corrupt mother country debased by luxury, extravagance, and vice.”)

\textsuperscript{56} CALDER, supra note 37, at 92.

\textsuperscript{57} Bruce H. Mann, \textit{Tales from the Crypt: Prison, Legal Authority, and the Debtors’ Constitution in the Early Republic}, 51 WM. & MARY Q. 183, 198 (1994); MANN, supra note 46, at 79.

\textsuperscript{58} MANN, supra note 46, at 85, 88.

\textsuperscript{59} Mann, supra note 57, at 185; MANN, supra note 46, at 86–90.

\textsuperscript{60} Mann, supra note 57, at 185; MANN, supra note 46, at 86–87. English laws also forced debtors to pay for their prison rooms and, as a result, prison guards routinely exacted exorbitant sums from prisoners who wanted better quarters. BARTY-KING, supra note 46, at 44.

\textsuperscript{61} CALDER, supra note 37, at 15 (discussing the 19th Century stigma attached to personal debts).
(especially imprisonment) on debtors, creditors nonetheless used the threat of imprisonment to induce debtors to disclose concealed assets, to voluntarily relinquish assets that were otherwise exempt from attachment, or to convince the debtor’s family members to repay the debt to avoid subjecting the debtor to the rigors of imprisonment.

C. Expanding Financial Freedom (aka Credit is Good)

The cultural significance of thrift vacillated throughout the first few decades of the twentieth century. Once the consumer finance industry became fully developed, fewer people aspired to be thrifty misers or recoiled at the thought of going into debt to purchase consumer goods. While high-cost credit has always been available (though often in the form of loans from illegal loan sharks), early twentieth-century middle-class households were given more opportunities to finance the purchase of relatively small dollar consumer goods (like refrigerators, pianos, washing machines, and sewing machines) through retail installment lenders or finance companies.

Starting around 1915, the consumer finance industry revolutionized borrowing by letting more and more consumers purchase furniture, pianos, and ultimately cars on an installment plan. Because the price of a car in the 1920s was 20%–40% of average annual disposable household income, few Americans could afford to purchase cars then. Indeed, most middle class buyers were initially excluded from this market because they could not save enough quickly to pay for the cars in full in cash. Especially after the Depression, the ability to buy cars over time on credit caused the demand, mass production, and sales for cars to skyrocket. Though auto dealers financed some car purchases, most consumers bor-

62. While economic equilibrium models may “recognize that all debt could be repaid if the punishment were sufficiently large,” executing or imprisoning a debtor obviously makes it harder for the debtor to repay his bills. Giuseppe Bertola et al., The Economics of Consumer Credit Demand and Supply, in THE ECONOMICS OF CONSUMER CREDIT 14 (2006).
63. Mann, supra note 57, at 185, 199.
64. CALDER, supra note 37, at 37 (“It is true that thrift, frugality, and the delay of gratification were important cultural ideals in eighteenth- and nineteenth-century America.”); TUCKER, supra note 49, at 131–40.
65. See BLACK, supra note 42, at 7 (“Never have so many owed so much. Never has so much profit been made out of debt itself.”); id. 151–55 (discussing some of the “reprehensible abuses” involved with loan sharking).
66. WILLIAM A. GRIMES, FINANCING AUTOMOBILE SALES BY THE TIME-PAYMENT PLAN 9–10 (1926); SELIGMAN, supra note 12, at 51–54; STUART VYSE, GOING BROKE 98 (2008); WILCOX, supra note 5, at 18.
67. CALDER, supra note 37, at 156–84; SELIGMAN, supra note 12, at 39–43.
68. OLNEY, supra note 41, at 102–105 (arguing that a typical American household would need to save for two to five years to purchase a car with cash); SELIGMAN, supra note 12, at 31.
69. BLACK, supra note 42, at 188–93; CALDER, supra note 37, at 184; GRIMES, supra note 66, at 8–9; SELIGMAN, supra note 12, at 46–51.
rowed money from finance companies on an installment basis. These early finance companies recognized the profitability of making car purchases more convenient for consumers of moderate means and also developed the business model that priced the credit based on the risk of non-payment.

Despite the convenience of early consumer lending and its greater availability after its 1920s success in the automobile financing industry, it was cumbersome and often quite expensive to purchase consumer goods on credit, and the consumer credit industry was still viewed with disfavor by many. Moreover, the stigma and shame associated with overindebtedness appeared to remain part of the cultural norms associated with consumer behavior. However, with the backdrop of the mass production of consumer goods, debt-based mass consumerism was born, and consumer debt levels increased. With more debt, the draconian views toward indebtedness generally and overspending specifically relaxed, and both business owners and individual consumers ultimately were allowed to incur then discharge their debts in bankruptcy. Indeed, the 1938 and 1978 changes to formal U.S. bankruptcy laws were designed to give people greater financial freedom by shielding them from the harsh consequences of their improvident borrowing choices, by letting them become full participants in the market economy, and by clearly signaling that our nation no longer embraced the view that people should ever be imprisoned, executed, or maimed simply because they are deeply in debt.

D. Financial Freedom to Retire and Invest

In addition to their enhanced abilities to engage in consumer credit transactions, people now have greater freedom to make investment decisions. Unlike the days when individual investors were forced to rely on the advice and skills of a stock broker, people can now invest directly in the stock market without the intervention of a professional stock broker or

---

71. GRIMES, supra note 66, at 11, 32–35.
72. Id. at 79–80; BLACK, supra note 42, at 200–07; OLNEY, supra note 41, at 86–91; SELIGMAN, supra note 12, at 51.
73. CALDER, supra note 37, at 191 (discussing Henry Ford’s refusal to sell cars on credit and his disdain for finance companies and installment buying). Id. at 200 (noting Macy’s disdain for installment selling); OLNEY, supra note 41, at 132.
74. CALDER, supra note 37, at 212–30 (discussing the turn of the century disapproval of consumer credit and its mythologized departure from previous moral views of debt).
76. DAVID A. SKEEL, JR., DEBT’S DOMINION: A HISTORY OF BANKRUPTCY LAW IN AMERICA 98–100, 154–57 (2001) (arguing that the 1930s bankruptcy regulation “illustrates the convergence of the general bankruptcy bar and prodebtor ideology” and that the 1978 reforms had a “mildly prodebtor effect”).
in fact, the freedom to make personal investment decisions now extends to retirement funds. Historically, employers invested their employees’ retirement funds in employer-controlled defined-benefit plans and paid a fixed monthly pension once the employee retired. Employers found that they had little ability to control the costs associated with these plans and specifically found that defined-benefit plans are expensive to maintain principally because employers are required to pay a fixed, guaranteed amount to retired employees (who increasingly have longer life spans). Largely to save costs, most employers who provide retirement plans for their employees have now switched to 401(k) or other defined-contribution plans. These plans give employees the freedom to control many of their investment decisions, and this freedom often includes whether to invest at all or in which plan to invest their funds.

Although this freedom arguably protects an employee from an employer’s overly conservative investment decision, unsophisticated employees who choose an unwise or risky investment vehicle, who do not understand the basic principles of diversifying or rebalancing as they age, or who are just overwhelmed by the amount of investment information they receive, are harmed by this unfettered investment freedom. Moreover, employees who invest unwisely, or choose not to invest funds at all, in a voluntary retirement plan run the risk of entering retirement with no income at all. While most Americans now graduate from high school, few are financially sophisticated enough to prudently invest their retirement funds. Indeed, though the Securities and Exchange Commission and other governmental agencies provide investment information on the Inter-


79. WILCOX, supra note 5, at 41–42.

80. See Dickerson, supra note 78, at 121–22; WILCOX, supra note 5, at 42–43.

81. WILCOX, supra note 5, at 60–62 (discussing information overload and the benefits of limiting choices).


83. WILCOX, supra note 5, at 47–48.
net, former President Bush created a Financial Education and Literacy Commission to respond to the financial illiteracy of people in this country. In fact, the concern that workers would not properly plan for their retirement is one of the primary reasons that recent attempts to privatize Social Security failed.

III. HOW MUCH (OR LITTLE) IS TOO MUCH (OR LITTLE) FREEDOM

“[F]reedom is a concept of degrees, and some choices are easier than others.”

A. Freedom of Contract

As a nation, we value freedom of contract and our laws have long enforced contracts that contain terms that arguably are unfair to one of the contracting parties. This country has long believed that parties should have the freedom to voluntarily enter into contracts and that those contracts should be viewed by courts as legally enforceable promises. We

87. VYSE, supra note 66, at 43.
88. See Roger Brownsword, CONTRACT LAW: THEMES FOR THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 50–51 (2d ed., Oxford Univ. Press 2006) (“[F]reedom of contract enjoins that the parties shall have the utmost liberty of contracting’, in the sense that they are left free to set their own terms” (quoting Printing & Numerical Registering Co. v. Sampson, (1875) 19 L.R. Eq. 462, 465)); AITIYAH, supra note 53, at 398–405 (arguing that the classical law of contract emphasized the bargaining process, rather than the substantive fairness of contract terms, so that the “unfairness of the bargain—gross inadequacy or excess of price—[was] irrelevant”).
89. See CHARLES FRIED, CONTRACT AS PROMISE 16 (1981) (“The obligation to keep a promise is grounded . . . in respect for individual autonomy and in trust.”); JOHN STUART MILL, ON LIBERTY 153 (1969) (“The reason for not interfering, unless for the sake of others, with a person’s voluntary
value the right of parties to construct their own bargains, to properly allocate the risks associated with the proposed bargain, and to protect themselves against any harmful effects of the bargain.\textsuperscript{90} Because courts are expected to facilitate individual action by enforcing contracts and by not interfering with parties' bargains, courts generally will enforce contractual terms. Freedom of contract has been characterized as "purely negative freedom" because contracting is most often viewed as an activity that is protected from direct governmental intervention.\textsuperscript{91}

Even contracts that may be significantly more favorable to one party will be enforced, assuming there was no fraud or duress in their making,\textsuperscript{92} unless there is a gross disparity in bargaining power that would render the contract unfair or unconscionable, or the contract contains terms that encourage gross negligence or reckless conduct.\textsuperscript{93} Most other contracts between competent parties are, however, routinely enforced by our courts even if some terms in the contract may ultimately be unfair to one of the contracting parties. Notwithstanding this fervent belief in the freedom of contract, however, certain contracts cannot be made or, even if made, will not be enforced. Specifically, contracts deemed to be illegal or inconsistent with public policy generally will not be enforced. Instead, one contracting party will in effect be given freedom from contract.\textsuperscript{94} For example, contracts for slavery, prostitution, or gambling,\textsuperscript{95} or contracts that acts, is consideration for his liberty. His voluntary choice is evidence that what he so chooses is desirable, or at least endurable, to him, and his good is on the whole best provided by allowing him to take his own means of pursuing it.").

\textsuperscript{90} See generally JOHN N. ADAMS & ROGER BROWNSWORD, UNDERSTANDING CONTRACT LAW 174 (J.A.G. Griffith ed., Sweet & Maxwell 2000) (1987) (explaining that the freedom of contract doctrine holds that "parties should enter the market, choose their fellow-contractors, set their own terms, strike their bargains and stick to them"); ATIYAH, supra note 53, at 398–405 (indicating that the classical law of contract "assumed that the parties [knew] their own minds, . . . that they [would] calculate the risks and future contingencies that [were] relevant, and that all these enter[ed] into the bargain."); Blake D. Morant, Contracts Limiting Liability: A Paradox with Tacit Solutions, 69 TUL. L. REV. 715, 717 (1995) (discussing historical views of freedom and liberty in contracting).


\textsuperscript{92} FRIED, supra note 89, at 92 ("A promise given under duress, though knowingly made, is not freely made. Paradigmatically, it is a promise induced by the threat of force . . . and by extension it is a promise made in response to any improper pressure.").

\textsuperscript{93} Williams v. Walker-Thomas Furniture Co., 350 F.2d 445 (D.C. Cir. 1965).

\textsuperscript{94} Rakoff, supra note 91, at 484.

\textsuperscript{95} Randy E. Barnett, A Consent Theory of Contract, 86 COLUM. L. REV. 269, 290 (1986) ("[S]lavery contracts are also thought to be unenforceable per se."); Nelson Rose, Gambling and the Law—Update 1993, 15 HASTINGS COMM. & ENT. L.J. 93, 95 (1992) ("Even while legal gambling spreads throughout the country, the public policy of virtually every state makes legal gambling debts unenforceable, treating a casino marker the same as a contract for prostitution."); Lawrence W. Waggoner, Marital Property Rights in Transition, 59 MO. L. REV. 21, 68 (1994) ("Because prostitution is illegal, a contract for prostitution is unenforceable."). See also MILL, supra note 89, at 153 (". . . by selling himself for a slave, he abdicates his liberty; he forgoes any future use of it, beyond that single act. He therefore defeats, in his own case, the very purpose which is the justification of allowing him to dispose of himself. . . . The principle of freedom cannot require that he should be free not to be free.").
limit a party’s negligence, that involve the sale of body organs, or that pay a woman to be a surrogate parent are unenforceable as against public policy.96

B. Debt and the Free Market

The prevailing view of markets in this country for the last several decades is that free markets are competitive and that competition maximizes efficiency, minimizes waste and costs, and maximizes benefits for all.97 At least until recently, freedom (including financial freedom) was viewed as an unqualified good, and the economic and political philosophy of our country deemed more financial choices to be better than fewer choices.98 This country’s belief in the market economy for the last several decades has caused consumers to be given increasingly greater access to, and the right to participate in, a wide range of complicated financial transactions like, as mentioned above, managing their retirement accounts.

If greater increased private wealth helps individual consumers, then restrictions, regulations, or, even worse, taxes that prevent consumers from making legally permissible consumption, savings, or investment decisions would impede that person’s ability to create greater wealth and exercise financial freedom.99 Giving consumers greater access to consumer credit, and the higher household debt levels associated with consumer credit, are not by themselves bad things since consumer spending is a key to both the individual’s and this country’s economic prosperity. Indeed, making relatively easy and low-cost credit available to unserved or underserved borrowers gives them a form of financial freedom that can make them more active participants in the market economy and that will give them greater future opportunities. Household borrowing allows people to finance productive long-term activities, such as buying a home, paying for

96. Morant, supra note 90, at 718 (listing limitations of freedom of contract); RICHARD A. LORD, WILLISTON ON CONTRACTS, §§ 12–19 (4th ed. 2009) (discussing illegal agreements and agreements against public policy); ADAMS & BROWNSWORD, supra note 89, at 129–137 (explaining that § 2 of the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 voids any clause which excludes or restricts liability for negligence that leads to death or personal injury). At one point, prenuptial agreements were unenforceable because of the concern that the weaker marriage partners (typically wives) would be unfairly harmed by those contracts. However, beginning in 1970, courts reversed course, viewing the failure to enforce such agreements as contrary to prospective spouses’ freedom to enter into a contract to determine how their property would be distributed post-divorce. Gail Frommer Brod, Premarital Agreements and Gender Justice, 6 YALE J.L. & FEMINISM 229, 252–53, 263, 282–83 (1994). See also Simeone v. Simeone, 581 A.2d 162, 166 (Pa. 1990) (upholding a prenuptial agreement, the terms of which the wife did not understand, because, in part, “[t]o impose a per se requirement that parties entering a prenuptial agreement must obtain independent legal counsel would be contrary to traditional principles of contract law, and would constitute a paternalistic and unwarranted interference with the parties’ freedom to enter contracts.”).

97. SEN, supra note 5, at 27–28.

98. Vyse, supra note 66, at 83.

99. Lakoff, supra note 3, at 149.
college or other educational expenses, or starting a business over a longer period of time. 100 Thus, from a purely economic point of view, indebtedness is both expected and desirable based on the life-cycle theory because it allows people to smooth out their consumption behavior by borrowing while they are young (and have current income) then saving money as they get older (and no longer have current income).101

C. Freedom to Consume

Until the 1970s, low-cost credit generally was made available only for wealthy Americans who already had assets that could be pledged as collateral.102 Thus, if financial freedom includes the opportunity to engage in convenient, low-cost financial transactions that could improve your standard of living, then most middle- to lower-income people remained decidedly unfree in the consumer credit market until the 1960s because existing law and policies interfered with their freedom of contract. As the next sections show, until the 1970s, most middle- and lower-income households effectively were denied low-cost credit to purchase even basic consumer durables, goods, or services unless they had savings and also were willing to satisfy the cumbersome requirements imposed by those contracts.

1. Buying a Home

Until the relatively recent “democratization” of the residential mortgage market, a person who wanted to finance a home purchase would be offered a long-term, conventional mortgage by commercial banks or the U.S. government.103 To qualify for this mortgage, potential homeowners were required to meet with a representative of the lender and to complete forms that painstakingly documented their income, assets, and debts.104 Unless they had financial wealth, they also needed to either make a down payment of at least 20% or to purchase private mortgage insurance (PMI)

100. But see Melissa B. Jacoby, The Debtor-Patient Revisited, 51 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 307, 320 (2007) (noting that using credit to smooth consumption of health maximizing goods or services is desirable but potentially leads to financial instability).

101. See Bertola et al., supra note 62, at 2–3 (discussing the economics of consumer credit); VYSE, supra note 66, at 216–18 (discussing life-cycle theory); WILCOX, supra note 5, at 59–60; Barbara Dafoe Whitehead, A Nation In Debt: How We Killed Thrift, Enthroned Loan Sharks and Undermined American Prosperity, THE AMERICAN INTEREST, July/Aug. 2008, at 9 (discussing benefits of borrowing).


104. CROSSE & HEMPEL, supra note 102, at 175, 181.
to protect the lender against the risk of default. After making this significant down payment, borrowers then needed sufficiently steady income to make monthly loan payments of principal and a fixed rate of interest for an extended period of time—typically fifteen or thirty years. While these requirements were somewhat relaxed in the 1980s, most potential homeowners could not purchase a home without satisfying these burdensome financial requirements until the 1990s. These requirements became problematic starting in the late 1990s and lasted through the first quarter of 2008, when the U.S. household savings rate hovered around 1% (and, in some years, was negative). At the same time consumer savings plummeted, the United States experienced unprecedented home price appreciation, and the resulting real estate bubble caused homes in some markets to appreciate at unprecedented, often astronomical, rates.

Skyrocketing housing prices gave some (though not all) homeowners the perception that they had vast sums of wealth. 109 This increased wealth


106. In 1971, 99.3% of all mortgages were for a term of 20 years or more. FHA, Statistical Analysis and Research Branch, FHA Trends of Home Mortgage Characteristics: 3d Qtr. 1972 (Apr. 18, 1973).


109. See Hang Nguyen, Will Their Kids Ever Be Able to Buy a House?, CHI. TRIB., Jan. 8, 2005, at 12 (describing how homeowners in Orange County, California benefit from the rise in home prices, but are concerned because their children can’t afford homes in the same area); Jon Birger, Should You Cash Out While You Can?, MONEY, Aug. 1, 2005, at 51. While many homeowners did amass vast wealth from housing price appreciation, the “wealth effect” caused some to increase their spending because of their perception of their yet unrealized housing wealth. Marilyn Kennedy Melia, Heady Effect of Housing Wealth, CHI. TRIB., Jan. 23, 2005, at 22; Congressional Budget Office, Housing Wealth and Consumer Spending 8 (2007); Satyendra Verma & Jules Lichtenstein, The Declining Personal Saving Rate: Is There Cause for Alarm?, AARP Public Policy Institute 8–9 (2000), available at http://assets.aarp.org/rgcenter/econ/ib42_alarm.pdf (discussing wealth effect caused by accrued
allowed them freedom to engage in other financial activities, such as removing equity from their homes to purchase other items, pay for college expenses, or pay down higher interest credit card debt. Unfortunately, this price appreciation and the existing lending standards during this time fueled an “unaffordability” problem for potential homeowners who lacked savings and had unsteady or stagnant incomes. Potential homeowners who lacked savings were priced out of certain housing markets, and could not qualify for a low-cost conventional fixed rate mortgage because they could not satisfy the traditional 20% down payment requirement—especially when home prices started to escalate. Likewise, stagnant or declining income made it increasingly difficult for borrowers to make the monthly principal plus interest payments on traditional fifteen- or thirty-year fixed interest rate mortgages.

These factors (no savings, declining income, and escalating home prices) combined to deprive many potential homeowners of the freedom to participate in the American Dream of homeownership. To help maintain and increase homeownership rates, the U.S. government encouraged mortgage originators to diversify their loan products. The lending industry eagerly complied with this request and radically altered the criteria they used to approve mortgage loans principally by creating—then extensively marketing—a wide array of nontraditional (also called “exotic” or “alternative”) products. These exotic loans had several common fea-

capital gains).


115. The Mortgage Bankers Association defines “nontraditional mortgage products” as “financing options which have been developed to increase flexibility and affordability and otherwise meet the needs of homebuyers who have been purchasing homes in an environment where real estate prices have increased faster than borrowers’ incomes.” Preserving the American Dream: Predatory Lending Practices and Home Foreclosures: Hearing before the Subcomm. on Banking, Hous., and Urban
tures, though the most significant difference between these mortgages and the low-cost conventional mortgages of the 1960s was the prevalence of flexible, “adjustable” interest rates. Adjustable rate mortgages (“ARMs”) had initial monthly payments that started low then adjusted on specific future dates, which made homeownership more affordable—especially for borrowers with no savings, low or unsteady income, or bad credit.\(^{117}\) These products also eschewed the fifteen- and thirty-year conventional mortgage periods and instead offered extended maturity mortgage loans for terms up to forty or fifty years.\(^{118}\)

These nontraditional mortgages almost eliminated overnight the requirement of face-to-face contact between the lender and the borrower, and the newer, easier lending standards abandoned the requirement that borrowers document their income and assets. Instead, low-income (or, no-income) borrowers were given the freedom to purchase homes using no documentation or low documentation (commonly referred to as “no doc,” “low doc,” or “liar”) loans.\(^ {119}\) These loans, which could be approved over the Internet, used minimal standards to verify the borrower’s income and assets.\(^ {120}\) Finally, to keep the American Dream of homeownership within the reach of people who lacked savings or steady income, lenders relaxed (and at times altogether abandoned) the down payment requirement\(^ {121}\) and,


\(^{120}\) These loans often relied on the credit scoring devices credit card companies used when deciding whether to give a consumer a credit card even though those scoring devices have never been used to verify income (and, indeed, do not consider income at all). Lenders protected themselves from the increased risk of default by charging borrowers higher interest rates for these loans. See Kenneth R. Harney, The Lowdown on Low-Doc Loans, WASH. POST, Nov. 25, 2006, at F1 (describing how low-doc and no-doc loans work).

instead, offered mortgages with high loan-to-value (“LTV”) ratios. High LTV loans ostensibly gave borrowers the freedom to “buy” a house yet invest little (if any) of their own financial capital since they could take out a loan (or loans) equal to the sales price of their home.  

2. Living On Credit

Though “easy” consumer credit has been the norm for almost two decades, before the 1960s, low-cost credit was largely unavailable for people who wanted to purchase goods on credit. Most households had to either borrow from loan sharks123 or rely on installment loans that local commercial institutions or credit unions approved only after scrutinizing the borrower’s income and assets and evaluating their creditworthiness.124 Like potential homebuyers until the 1980s, people who sought this type of credit would almost always be forced to have a face-to-face meeting with the lender and, unless they were wealthy, would be required to document their income and assets.125 Borrowers who did not have assets they could pledge as collateral and people who could not (or would not) document that they had stable income would almost always be denied credit. The only type of credit that might have been available to middle- to low-income consumers was relatively high-cost installment loans offered by local retailers (department stores or automobile dealers) that often required a significant down payment and typically could be used only to purchase goods from the lender that issued the credit.126 Commercial small-loan lending had been widely available since the turn of the twentieth century.

122. Fishbein & Woodall, supra note 105, at 12; Calculated Risk: Assessing Non-Traditional Mortgage Products, Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Hous. and Transp. and the Subcomm. on Econ. Pol. of the Subcomm. on Banking, Hous., and Urban Affairs, 109th Cong. 4, 6 (2006) [hereinafter Calculated Risk] (statement of William A. Simpson, Vice Pres., Mortg. Ins. Cos. of Am.), available at http://banking.senate.gov/public/_files/ACF84D5.pdf. For example, rather than requiring borrowers to make a $20,000 down payment when purchasing a $100,000 home, lenders would let borrowers purchase a home with no money down by taking out a first mortgage (typically for 80% of the value of the home) and then a simultaneous second mortgage (or line of credit) for the balance of the sales price, a loan system commonly referred to as a “piggyback” loan. Piggyback lending arrangements let borrowers avoid purchasing PMI. Borrowers sometimes put no money down, though many borrowed 80% with a traditional mortgage, 10% as a second loan, and put 10% down. Fishbein & Woodall, supra note 105, at 3; Robert B. Avery et al., Higher-Priced Home Lending and the 2005 HMDA Data, 92 Fed. Reserve Bulletin A123, A135, A137–38 (2006).

123. See, e.g., BLACK, supra note 41, at 151–55 (discussing loan sharking in the 1960s).

124. See Robert M. Hunt, Development and Regulation of Consumer Credit Reporting in the United States, in THE ECONOMICS OF CONSUMER CREDIT, supra note 61, at 308; Michelle J. White, Bankruptcy Reform and Credit Cards, J. ECON. PERSP., Fall 2007, at 175, 180; Whitehead, supra note 100, at 8.

125. See CALDER, supra note 36, at 192–93; CROSSE & HEMPEL, supra note 102, at 181; GRIMES, supra note 65, at 44–45; Whitehead, supra note 100, at 8.

126. See DAVID CAPLOVITZ, CONSUMERS IN TROUBLE: A STUDY OF DEBTORS IN DEFAULT 28–29 (1974); GRIMES, supra note 65, at 45–46; Robert M. Hunt, Development and Regulation of Consumer Credit Reporting in the United States, in THE ECONOMICS OF CONSUMER CREDIT, supra note 61, at 309; Alan Greenspan, supra note 102.
and—though costly—was still preferable to other forms of consumer lending at the time, i.e., pawnbrokers and illegal loan sharks. Even though credit bureaus had already started to collect a dossier of financial information about potential purchasers, the costs associated with processing consumer loans before the 1960s, then supervising them to ensure repayment, made this type of lending relatively expensive by current standards.

While anything with a pulse could get a credit card starting in the 1990s until the recent credit meltdown forced issuers to tighten their lending standards, only higher-income individuals could get credit cards when Diners’ Club introduced the first payment card in 1950. Moreover, these early cards did not serve the same function as modern credit cards since users were required to pay the balances on these early credit cards in full each month. Likewise, these early cards were not created to satisfy any pent-up desire for credit and, instead, served to satisfy the desires of higher income users to have a fast and convenient way to purchase items without using cash.

A series of laws and Supreme Court rulings starting in the 1970s essentially deregulated the consumer credit market and made it easier, quicker, and much more profitable, for companies to extend credit to individuals. As a result, since the 1960s, creditors have aggressively democratized consumer credit, and with fewer controls or usury laws, regulators now do little to curtail lending. In an almost deregulated environment, creditors had an incentive to extend larger amounts of credit to all

---


128. BLACK, supra note 41, at 35–52 (discussing the efficiency of credit bureaus in the 1960s).

129. See GRIMES, supra note 65, at 15, 52–56.

130. Credit Cards at 50: The Problems of Ubiquity, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 12, 2000, at C11 (reporting that former Federal Reserve Chair Alan Greenspan told the Senate Banking Committee that “[c]hildren, dogs, cats and moose are getting credit cards”).

131. See BLACK, supra note 41, at 21; VYSE, supra note 65, at 98.

132. VYSE, supra note 65, at 98.

133. Id.


consumers. Since creditors could charge higher rates of interest to compensate for any higher risks of default, these new consumers included those who had until then been deemed unworthy of credit.

Technological advances also made it easier for lenders to dramatically expand the amount of consumer debt (both mortgage and credit card) they were willing to give high-risk borrowers. Until the recent credit freeze, millions of prescreened mail solicitations for credit cards were mailed. Credit card and mortgage applications were readily available and could be approved almost immediately on the Internet because technology largely eliminated the need for bank officers to scrutinize a potential borrower’s financial information. As a result, face-to-face meetings with lenders became largely a historical relic. Instead, when deciding whether to grant credit applications, lenders now rely heavily on credit scores and other sophisticated modeling devices to evaluate the borrower’s credit and determine the probability that a borrower will default. These scoring devices combine individual and statistical risks and have made it more efficient for creditors to assess aggregate default risks. Since credit can be quickly and efficiently approved, creditors have a greater incentive to extend more credit than they did twenty years ago. In addition, intense competition in the credit card market induced issuers to offer consumers incentives, cash-back bonuses, merchandise discounts, and airline or hotel miles to encourage consumers to increase their credit card use.

Consumers are not just gullible pawns though. They have been willing participants in the deregulated consumer credit market and have voraciously accepted credit offers, even high cost ones. In addition to the desire to charge more to ostensibly earn more credit card miles (or points or cash back), people do more leisure traveling and can now easily shop on the

136. Shortly after U.S. consumer credit markets were deregulated, interest rate ceilings and other consumer credit regulations were lifted in European consumer credit markets. Nicola Jentzsch & Amparo San José Riestra, Consumer Credit Markets in the United States and Europe, in THE ECONOMICS OF CONSUMER CREDIT, supra note 61, at 28–29.
137. See, e.g., VYSE, supra note 65, at 50–51.
139. Nicola Jentzsch & Amparo San José Riestra, Consumer Credit Markets in the United States and Europe, in THE ECONOMICS OF CONSUMER CREDIT, supra note 61, at 39; see also RONALD MANN, CHARGING AHEAD: THE GROWTH AND REGULATION OF PAYMENT CARD MARKETS 113–14 (2006) (noting that credit bureaus allowed lenders to determine the potential performance of future borrowers, resulting in this technique being widely used along with computer technology advancement in the 1990s); WILCOX, supra note 5, at 19.
140. See MANN, supra note 139, at 113 (noting that increased accuracy of risk assessment allowed lenders to increase amounts lent to consumers, indicating a positive relationship between credit bureau data and increased consumer lending); Emilio Fernandez-Corugedo & John Muellbauer, Consumer Credit Conditions in the United Kingdom 5 (Bank of Eng., Working Paper No. 314, 2006), available at http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/workingpapers/wp314.pdf.
Internet or by mail. Given this, they ostensibly need to use their credit cards more to book hotel rooms and rental cars and to pay for online or mail order purchases. But whether because of the convenience of Internet and mail order shopping or because of a perceived need for certain goods or services, having the financial freedom to finance your lifestyle on credit has now become as entrenched in the American Dream as the desire to own a home, retire comfortably, or send your children to college. However, just as NoDoz and caffeine supplements initially make people more alert and able to stay up later to finish work (or study or complete a term paper), overindulging in caffeine, alcohol, or anything (including credit) ultimately and inevitably will cause the consumer to crash and suffer toxic consequences.

IV. VANISHING FINANCIAL FREEDOM

"Financial ruin, like death, is not a moment but a process, a slow, merciless grinding down."147

The increase in opportunities for people to exercise their freedom to become overindebted has created an illusion of financial freedom that masks the fact that overindebtedness itself erodes financial freedom. When most consumers lacked access to convenient, low-cost credit, they were to a certain extent deprived of financial freedom. But once they were given so much credit and so many choices that their debts (and their creditors and debt collectors) controlled their lives, they also were deprived of fi-

142. Of course, it is hard to argue that people need to shop on the Internet. However, once the decision is made to shop online it is virtually impossible to do so without a credit card.

143. See VYSE, supra note 65, at 102–04 (discussing the effect that modern telecommunications has had on spending behavior).

144. See id. at 120 (discussing hierarchy of needs); id. at 152–53 (discussing when wants become needs); see also SELIGMAN, supra note 12, at 214–25 (discussing historical views of luxuries and necessaries). Happily, the current economic crisis appears to be causing people to shift their views of needs versus wants. See RICH MORIN & PAUL TAYLOR, PEW RESEARCH CENTER; LUXURY OR NECESSITY? THE PUBLIC MAKES A U-TURN, (Apr. 23, 2009), http://pewsocialtrends.org/ pubs/ 733/ luxury-necessity-recession-era-reevaluations.

145. See BLACK, supra note 41, at 32 ("It appears that credit cards and the all-purpose cards in particular are rooted in our way of life as surely as apple pie, Marilyn Monroe and slaughter on the highways."). For a 1960s discussion of the consumers’ responses to the addictive nature of credit, see id. at 85 (discussing a group patterned on Alcoholics Anonymous, named “Charge Accounts Anonymous”).


nancial freedom. The subprime housing/consumer credit/global financial crisis, viewed appropriately, is part of a larger yet-unreated epidemic, i.e., the loss of financial freedom. Early colonial imagery of debt likened debtors to slaves and linked insolventy with dependence. Of course, modern debtors are no longer imprisoned when they fail to pay their bills. Still, the ability to become hopelessly overindebted facilitates and indeed hastens financial bondage. Thus, like their colonial predecessors, modern consumers also are enslaved by their debts.

A. The Illusion of Freedom

To live comfortably and with financial security, you need to have some type of income or assets and not too much debt. Many households do not save, and overall savings rates—though currently rising because of reduced consumer spending levels—remain lower than they were before the turn of the twentieth century. That the savings rate has dropped in recent years is especially problematic because for almost two decades U.S. workers have faced job instability and we now have the highest unemployment rates in a quarter of a century. Consumer debt levels—especially mortgage loans—have skyrocketed over the last decade and now have resulted in the near-total collapse of the entire U.S. financial system. As was true in colonial America, credit remains seductive and, for some consumers, almost seems to be addictive.

149. Though the United States Supreme Court held in Williams v. Illinois, 399 U.S. 235 (1970), that people cannot be forced to remain in prison because they cannot pay fines or court costs, this has not prevented states from sending debtors (or their parents) to prison if they fail to pay fines or to reimburse the state for the cost of being detained in a detention facility. Editorial, The New Debtors’ Prisons, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 6, 2009, at A24.
150. See BLACK, supra note 41, at 84 (suggesting that families do not “concern themselves with the fact that in effect they have become the bill collector’s indentured servant”); SELIGMAN, supra note 12, at 274 (“A man with a millstone of indebtedness about his neck is not apt to make much progress in the fierce competitive current of modern life: a family waterlogged by debt is likely to sink.”).
151. WILCOX, supra note 5, at 8. But see Catherine Rampell, Shift From Spending to Saving May be Stump’s Lasting Impact, N.Y. TIMES, May 10, 2009, at A1 (discussing the increase in savings rate from less than 1% to 4% in just one year).
154. See Jennifer Levitz, Hi, My Name Is Fred, and I’m Addicted to Credit Cards: In the Debt Soaked Economic Stump, Americans Find Solace in Support Groups, WALL ST. J., June 10, 2008, at 1; Steven Mufson, End of Cheap Credit Hits Homes, Businesses, WASH. POST, Mar. 18, 2008, at D1
Given the life-cycle benefits of indebtedness and this nation’s affinity for freedom of contract, anyone who contends that consumer financial contracts are unfair and should be banned or not enforced, or who seeks laws to protect a consumer’s freedom from the harms caused by certain financial contracts, will meet with stiff resistance from the consumer credit industry and often from politicians. Restrictions, regulations, and taxes are said to impede the smooth functioning of the market and unnecessarily restrict the consumer’s freedom to participate in acts or make decisions that are available to wealthier Americans. Thus, attempts to protect consumers from the almost inevitable consequences of making unwise financial decisions (like incurring too much debt) are almost always challenged for being paternalistic restrictions on the consumer’s freedom.

The only relatively noncontroversial efforts to protect consumers from the consequences of too much financial freedom to engage in transactions (or, conversely, efforts that protect the consumer’s freedom from those transactions) typically involve laws that regulate physically harmful conduct, such as loan sharking, or undeniably oppressive conduct, such as debt collection telephone calls in the middle of the night.

(discussing Bankaholic.com, a website that lets consumers "shop" for credit cards and mortgages). But see VYSE, supra note 65, at 28–30 (disputing the view that over-indebted consumers have a mental illness).

155. For example, the consumer credit industry mounted a full-fledged attack when Professor Elizabeth Warren originally suggested that the U.S. create a Consumer Financial Protection Agency to help consumers better compare complex financial products and better understand the risks associated with those products.


157. See SEN, supra note 5, at 25.


Having more financial freedom may have had good results for some consumers. However, other consumers were under the impression that they had more freedom, but in fact, they never had any real control over their personal financial situation. Indeed, while unlimited financial freedom temporarily gave consumers more power in the consumer credit market, as the next sections show, this purported freedom has had unfortunate (yet quite predictable) consequences.

B. Skyrocketing Credit Card Debt

People seem particularly likely to engage in impulsive behavior and to have self-control problems when given greater freedom to use credit cards. This is not terribly surprising since they are fast, convenient, user-friendly, and “allow consumers to smooth [their] spending over [periods of] temporary liquidity shortfalls.” The main argument used to justify the 2005 amendments to the Bankruptcy Code was that too many people incurred too much debt (especially credit card debt) then opportunistically sought to discharge that debt in bankruptcy rather than even attempt to repay it. Unfortunately, just as Congress was making it harder for people to discharge debts, credit card debt levels escalated.

Consumers have dramatically increased their consumer debt, and credit card debt in particular has increased fairly consistently for the last two years. For an earlier description of the rise and importance of debt collectors and the role they played in facilitating the spread of credit card debt, see BLACK, supra note 41, at 51–72 and id. at 151–61 (discussing loan sharking industry). 160. See Carol C. Bertaut & Michael Haliassos, Credit Cards: Facts and Theories, in THE ECONOMICS OF CONSUMER CREDIT, supra note 61, at 226–29; VYSE, supra note 65, at 107–08.

161. Carol C. Bertaut & Michael Haliassos, Credit Cards: Facts and Theories, in THE ECONOMICS OF CONSUMER CREDIT, supra note 61, at 181; see also VYSE, supra note 65, at 216 (discussing lifecycle theory and why people spend based on their perceived lifetime earning potential).

162. See 151 CONG. REC. ET737 (daily ed. Apr. 22, 2005) (statement of Rep. Tiahrt) (“[T]he United States cannot afford to continue down the path where high consumer debt is routinely directed toward bankruptcy as a first stop rather than a last resort.”); 151 CONG. REC. S1820 (daily ed. Mar. 1, 2005) (statement of Sen. Sessions) (“When a person in America undertakes an obligation to pay someone, they ought to pay them . . . . We are drifting a bit to suggest there is no real obligation to pay the debts we incur. If we get to that point, then we have eroded some very important fundamental moral principles about commerce in America.”); 149 CONG. REC. H1998 (daily ed. Mar. 19, 2003) (statement of Rep. Davis) (“Rather than an action of last resort, [bankruptcy] had evolved into a convenient vehicle to discharge debts through irresponsible financial practices.”); 147 CONG. REC. 2551 (Mar. 1, 2001) (statement of Rep. Boucher) (“Bankruptcy was never meant to be a financial planning tool, but it is increasingly becoming a first stop rather than a last resort . . . .”); 146 CONG. REC. 22367 (2000) (statement of Rep. Bryant) (“In recent years, bankruptcy has truly become a first stop rather than a last resort.”); 144 CONG. REC. 20650, 20662 (1998) (statement of Sen. Hatch) (“Bankruptcy has become a routine financial planning device used to unload inconvenient debts, rather than a last resort for people who truly need it.”).

decades. For example, in 1983, 43% of all households had a revolving bank-type credit card. Less than ten years later, this number had increased to 62%, and by 2004, 74.9% of all households had credit cards (though this number did slightly decrease in 2007 to 73%). In addition to the overall growth in the number of people who have credit cards, total credit card debt has increased significantly as well. Credit card debt at the end of 1990 was $238.6 billion, it was $309.9 billion by the end of 1993, and it was $540 billion by the end of 1997. By 2000, this amount had increased to $675 billion, then increased by almost a third, to $960.4 billion by 2008.

While overall revolving debt declined by 0.7% between 2004 and 2005, that appears to be the result of borrowers substituting credit card borrowing for lower-interest home equity loans since total home mortgage debt over that period increased by over $1 billion. Moreover, between 2005 and 2006, just as the subprime mortgage crisis caused lenders to start restricting mortgage credit, overall revolving debt increased at an annual rate of 3%, likely because consumers who were unable to get mortgage loans, refinancing loans, or home equity loans relied again on credit card debt. People continued to have the freedom to be approved for and then to incur debts on their credit cards until fairly recently, when credit card issuers finally started to reduce and even deny credit for cardholders and generally tighten their credit standards. Once the credit crunch spread to the credit card market, credit card issuers tightened credit limits, increased


166. Bucks et al., supra note 107, at A46.


170. *Id.*


their lending standards, slashed rewards programs, and closed accounts.\footnote{Credit card issuers also slashed rewards programs, raise interest rates, and increase credit card fees to compensate for higher charge offs. Ron Lieber, *Dealing Consumers a New Hand in Credit Cards*, N.Y. TIMES, May 20, 2009, at A1.}


Until the credit crisis deprived borrowers of the ability to have an almost unlimited number of credit cards with almost unlimited credit limits, people could use their credit cards to charge goods and services and also to get cash advances. They then had the freedom to repay the credit card debt (plus interest and potential late fees) and cash advances in small monthly payments that could extend well into the future.\footnote{See *Vyse*, supra note 65, at 100–01 (discussing the psychology of allowing borrowers to make small minimum payments). Consumers who do not pay the balances in full each month tend to pay relatively higher rates of interest than convenience users who never carry a balance from month to month. See Carol C. Bertaut & Michael Hallassos, *Credit Cards: Facts and Theories, in THE ECONOMICS OF CONSUMER CREDIT*, supra note 61, at 206–07. While the minimum credit card repayment amount was increased slightly in 2005 during the overhaul of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code, consumers still have the freedom to remain financially enslaved to their credit card holders for years.}

Of course, a borrower who makes only minimum payments soon becomes unfree as she will remain indebted to the creditor for a longer period of time, and if interest rates are high and payments are low, her debt may actually increase over time.\footnote{See *Vyse*, supra note 65, at 100–01; DEMOS: A NETWORK FOR IDEAS & ACTION, supra note 135.}

Likewise, high fees, higher interest rates, and bewildering and often incomprehensibly complex terms (that the credit card issuer often could change retroactively and without notice) accompany the freedom of increased access to credit.\footnote{See S. REP. NO. 111-16 (2009) (discussing a 2006 GAO study finding that credit card disclosures are written using language that more than 50\% of people in the U.S. cannot understand); U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, *CREDIT CARDS: INCREASED COMPLEXITY IN RATES AND FEES HEIGHTENS NEED FOR MORE EFFECTIVE DISCLOSURES TO CONSUMERS*, GAO-06-929 (2006), http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d06929.pdf.}

Thus, while increased access to credit cards ostensibly may have made consumers feel more powerful, this
freedom has resulted in these same consumers losing financial freedom in any meaningful sense of the term freedom.

C. Easy—But Risky—Nontraditional Credit

In addition to having greater freedom to pay for goods or services or to get a cash advance using their credit cards, the largely deregulated consumer credit market gives people the freedom to get cash they need (or want) but don’t have in between paychecks. Payday lenders give cash-strapped borrowers cash now in exchange for the borrower’s promise to repay that cash (plus a fee, typically $15–$20 for every $100 borrowed, or an implied annual percentage rate of almost 400%) later once they receive their next paycheck. Or, if they are still short of cash at the next paycheck, they can rollover the loan and repay both loans from a future paycheck.\(^\text{178}\) Like the financial freedom credit cards provide, the price tag attached to the freedom to quickly and conveniently get cash reflects exorbitantly high fees and interest rates.\(^\text{179}\)

The deregulated consumer credit market also gives cash-strapped borrowers the freedom to purchase appliances or furniture from rent-to-own (RTO) companies\(^\text{180}\) and to borrow against (but essentially pawn) their cars from auto title lenders.\(^\text{181}\) Again, the cost of that financial freedom is also high, and it could include losing your car or having all the items you were buying on credit repossessed if you miss a payment to the RTO company.\(^\text{182}\)

D. Toxic Mortgage Debt

Despite lacking savings or stable income, the illusory freedom that people exercised to pursue the American Dream of Homeownership caused them to purchase homes they could not afford—which has had the effect of destroying household balance sheets. Borrowers who purchased these overpriced homes decimated their household net worth and are now saddled with “assets” that are worth less than the debt that is attached to those assets.\(^\text{183}\) With little income, little in savings, and just too much debt,
many in our society now have negative net worth and little financial freedom. Flat incomes, low household savings, ARM mortgage interest rate resets, and declining home prices created the perfect storm for the current financial crisis.

When interest rates on the ARM loans rose dramatically, borrowers suffered a “payment shock” and could not afford the new higher monthly mortgage payments. Once housing prices dropped precipitously in 2006 and total mortgage lending started to plummet, borrowers could no longer refinance their mortgages or remove equity from their homes to pay their debts. Inevitably, mortgage loan defaults and foreclosure rates started rising.

Foreclosure rates in 2008 increased by 81% over 2007 rates, and the 2007 rates increased by 225% from 2006 rates. For much of 2008, almost one in ten mortgages was either past due or in foreclosure. Foreclosure rates for March 2009 increased 17% from February 2009 rates and were almost 50% higher than the rates one year earlier.

The acceleration of credit card debt combined with the deceleration of mortgage debt starting in 2005 appears to have exacerbated the mortgage crisis and deepened the current recession. Notwithstanding various stimulus plans Congress has already approved and other stimulus activities (or bailouts) proposed by the Obama administration, financial experts accurately predicted that the higher mortgage default and foreclosure rates
would continue into 2010. Moreover, even the U.S. Treasury Department has conceded that some of the government mortgage relief programs provided little relief for most people. Moreover, these programs provide virtually no relief for people who owe more than their homes are worth or for the growing number of unemployed homeowners who lack the income to make their mortgage payments. In short, even if all proposed plans were enacted, far too many people will continue to drown in their debts because of the harsh economic consequences of the new financial freedom they were given to buy homes they could not afford.

V. WHY FINANCIAL FREEDOM IS VANISHING

In our quest to give consumers more and more financial freedom, we have discounted or completely ignored the harm that the freedom to plunge into debt has on borrowers, and we seem to have lost sight of the fact that true freedom includes both the freedom to engage in financial transactions and also the freedom from being controlled by those transactions. Given current debt loads, the freedom some consumers have largely consists of fretting over how they will pay their bills, stressing out over their inability to pay their bills, and getting stressed out by debt collectors who “encourage” them to repay those bills. The next sections discuss why the illusion of more financial freedom seemed to cause so many people to lose control over their ability to manage their financial lives and the harmful consequences of vanishing financial freedom.


192. See FINANCIALSTABILITY.GOV, BORROWER FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS, July 16, 2009, http://www.financialstability.gov/docs/borrower_qa.pdf (relating that people who have recently lost their job will not qualify for the Home Affordable Refinance option but may be qualified for the Home Affordable Modifications portion of the plan); Macon Phillips, Help for Homeowners, THE WHITE HOUSE BLOG, Feb. 18, 2009, http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/09/02/18/help-for-homeowners/ (explaining that under the Homeowner Affordability and Stability Plan, eligible loans include those where the new first mortgage will not exceed 105% of the current market value of the property).

193. Given recent debt collection tactics, the harms caused by loss of financial freedom now extend to the relatives of dead consumers. See David Streitfeld, You're Dead? That Won’t Stop the Debt Collector, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 4, 2009, at A1 (discussing debt collectors who contact the debtor’s next of kin to collect consumer debts).
A. The U.S. Needs Financially Unfree Consumers

One cynical argument is that the U.S. laws and policies that purportedly give people more financial freedom are designed to encourage overindebtedness because our economy is so dependent on consumer spending and in recent years has been especially dependent on residential housing expenditures. Consumer spending has long been viewed as necessary for a strong economy, and consumers have been urged to infuse money into the economy (i.e., spend, spend, spend) in order to jumpstart the economy or respond to a national crisis. For years, in fact, consumer spending has accounted for almost 70% of all U.S. economic activity. Thanks to the democratization of credit, U.S. families in 2007 on average spent more than 18% of their income on debt payments, and almost 15% of all families had debt payments that exceeded 40% of their income.

While consumer spending has slowed and household debt fell—for the first time ever—in 2008, the 0.8% decline did little to help consumers whose debt levels have more than doubled in the last decade. It is not surprising that the subprime mortgage crisis was the immediate trigger for the current recession since in 2005 residential investment as a percentage of the gross domestic product reached the highest level in over fifty years. Moreover, since the decrease in consumer spending has been cited as one reason the U.S. has been unable to quickly recover from the current credit crisis, the need to have overindebted citizens provides an incentive for politicians to resist changing laws in ways that discourage consumer spending.

B. Bad Debtors, Bad Creditors, Irrational Debtors

Both borrowers and lenders have helped contribute to the erosion of financial freedom. Some consumers engaged in fraudulent conduct and abused their financial freedom by simply incurring too much mortgage

194. For example, President George Bush encouraged U.S. citizens to continue their same spending patterns after 9-11, which some critics now contend helped to create the current financial crisis. See Andrew J. Bacevich, He Told Us to Go Shopping. Now the Bill Is Due, WASH. POST, Oct. 5, 2008, at B3; Janice Revell et al., How to Profit in the New Economy, MONEY, July 2009, at 57. The South Korean government also encouraged its citizens to increase their credit card use after the 1999 Asian financial crisis, which lead to a credit card crisis in that country as well. Suki Kim, Notes from Another Credit Card Crisis, N.Y. TIMES, May 18, 2009, at A23.
196. See also Bucks et al., supra note 107, at A37–A48; Whitehead, supra note 100, at 9–10.
197. See FED. RESERVE, supra note 183.
198. SHILLER, supra note 108, at 7 (observing that the share of residential investment in GDP has not been this high since the pre-Korean War housing boom in 1950).
debt\textsuperscript{200} or by greedily or irresponsibly living well beyond their means,\textsuperscript{201} while other consumers’ spending patterns make it appear as if they are addicted to spending.\textsuperscript{202} Other consumers may make irrational credit choices, including accepting high-cost credit offers, because they failed to shop around for the best credit terms or because—even if they searched for the best terms—the information they found was too complex or was incomprehensible.\textsuperscript{203} Still other consumers may simply be unable to reliably calculate the risks associated with the freedom to go deeply into debt.\textsuperscript{204}

One reason it may have been harder to link the current crisis to the general erosion of financial freedom is the way the crisis initially was characterized. That is, the financial crisis was first cast as one that was largely limited to the subprime market and only affected borrowers with poor credit or entities that invested in subprime mortgage loans.\textsuperscript{205}

200. For example, reports suggest that some borrowers intentionally inflated their incomes on no-documentation loans (also known as liar loans), some rented or borrowed the credit scores of more creditworthy borrowers, some paid to be added to the credit cards of people with good credit histories, and others bought fake payroll stubs. Julie Creswell, Fake Pay Stubs Online, and Other Mortgage Fraud, N.Y. TIMES, June 16, 2007, at A1; see also The Role of the Secondary Market in Subprime Mortgage Lending: Hearing before the Subcomm. on Financial Institutions and Consumer Credit of the H. Comm. on Financial Servs., 110th Cong. 16 (2007) [hereinafter The Role of the Secondary Market] (statement of Larry B. Liton Jr., President and CEO, Liton Loan Servicing LP, stating that defaults were “the result of lax underwriting standards, improper documentation, or fraud”); MERLE SHARICK ET AL., MORTGAGE ASSET RESEARCH INST., LLC, NINTH PERIODIC MORTGAGE FRAUD CASE REPORT TO MORTGAGE BANKERS ASSOCIATION 11 (2007), http://www.mortgagefraudblog.com/images/uploads/MBA9thCaseRpt.pdf.

201. See Shiller, supra note 108, at 104–05 (discussing borrower desire for “easy money and quick riches” but noting the difficulty of being able to “quickly and reliably sort out who is at fault and who is not”); COMM’N ON THRIFT, FOR A NEW THRIFT: CONFRONTING THE DEBT CULTURE 12 (2008). Ironically, the reasons people fail to pay their bills in the twenty-first century are largely the same reasons people failed to pay their bills almost 100 years ago. See GRIMES, supra note 65, at 52 (“Some people fall in arrears because of unforeseen emergencies; some because they do not appreciate the nature of their promise; a few because they are dishonest.”).

202. See Levitz, supra note 154, at 1, Mufson, supra note 154, at D1 (discussing Bankaholic.com, a website that lets consumers “shop” for credit cards and mortgages).

203. The inability to understand the true cost of credit is not, unfortunately, a new phenomenon. See Black, supra note 41, at 75 (“Perhaps the most important single phenomenon concerning on-the-cuff living is this: When it comes to knowing the cost of credit, the American consumer is undoubtedly one of the most ignorant, illiterate and easily deceived.”); id. at 76 (“The consumer’s abysmal ignorance of the cost of credit has been pointed up in survey after survey.”).

204. Thus, information asymmetry appears to have caused some of these borrowers to accept expensive, nontraditional mortgage products even though they did not understand the loan features and even though they may have qualified for a lower cost loan product. See Subprime and Predatory Lending, supra note 185, at 72–73 (statement of Sheila C. Bair, Chairman, FDIC); id. at 351 (statement of Allen Fishbein, Director of Housing and Credit Policy, Consumer Federation of America); BRIAN BUCKS & KAREN PENCE, FED. RESERVE BD. OF GOVERNORS, DO HOMEOWNERS KNOW THEIR HOUSE VALUES AND MORTGAGE TERMS? 26 (2006), http://www.federalreserve.gov/Pubs/feds/2006/200603/200603pap.pdf; FANNIE MAE, supra note 110; MARK WIRANOWSKI, NEIGHBORHOOD REINVESTMENT CORP., SUSTAINING HOME OWNERSHIP THROUGH EDUCATION AND COUNSELING 6 (2003), http://www.jchs.harvard.edu/publications/homeownership/w03-7_wiranowski.pdf (discussing informational rents extracted from naive homeowners when lenders offer complex products that are not conducive to consumer comprehension).

205. Steven Pearlstein, Will the Leak Ruin the Engine?, WASH. POST, July 27, 2007, at D7; see also Michael A. Fletcher, Bush Responds With Restraint To Questions About Economy, WASH. POST,
2010] Vanishing Financial Freedom

Prime homeowners were the ones who were blamed for behaving recklessly by purchasing homes they could never afford, it was convenient and convincing to view their problems as discrete ones that were not related to responsible people generally or vanishing financial freedom specifically. Indeed, once the subprime mortgage crisis spread to the housing market generally, the government still maintained that it was an isolated problem that would not spread to other markets. Only after the subprime/housing crisis spread to other U.S. markets, slowed consumer spending, destabilized the U.S. economy at large, then spread to financial markets globally, did the U.S. government finally acknowledge that the current crisis could not just be blamed on irresponsible people with bad credit.

Creditors are not without fault, though, and some lenders appear to have defrauded, manipulated, or aggressively targeted certain borrowers. Critics have long argued that creditors need people who overspend and who are ignorant about the true costs of debt because of the profitability of credit itself. Indeed, some lenders appear to have made a conscious effort to capitalize on their borrowers’ cognitive defects and to


Other possible sources of blame for the current housing mess include mortgage originators (who ignored borrowers’ repayment risks because they intended to shift the risk of nonpayment once they sold the mortgages to securitizers) and compliant appraisers (who placed unrealistically high values on the home that secured the mortgage). SHILLER, supra note 108, at 6.

209. E.g., BLACK, supra note 41, at 86 (“The reason why the debt merchants want us to remain credit imbeciles is simple. Credit has become an end in itself. In many instances more profit is derived from credit than from the goods and services being sold.”).

210. SHILLER, supra note 108, at 47 (discussing “information cascades” that cause people to disregard their own collected information and adopt an excessively optimistic view of the risks associated with a particular transaction because of their mistaken belief that the large group of people who have
hope that these defects would prevent borrowers from rationally exercising their financial freedom.  

C. Shifting Cultural Norms

Whether the fault of greedy (or gullible) borrowers or greedy (or unscrupulous) lenders, delayed gratification is no longer the norm in the U.S. (assuming it ever was the norm), and even rational people often overspend because of a lack of self-control. It is true, of course, that some borrowers (especially lower income ones) use credit cards to maintain their living standards after they have lost their jobs. But in the midst of the spending frenzy of the last few decades, we seem to have abandoned the view that people have a moral or ethical duty to exercise the restraint to actually wait until you can afford to pay for nonessential goods and services with cash before purchasing those items.

A report recently issued by the Commission on Thrift argues that consumers are willing to go deeply into debt because being thrifty or frugal is simply no longer the norm. Norms have changed, this Commission argues, because the institutions that historically encouraged thrift and savings (most notably credit unions) no longer establish societal spending norms. Instead, cultural spending norms are now shaped by anti-thrift institutions (most notably credit card issuers, payday lenders, and state lotteries), and these institutions encourage indebtedness and wasteful spending. This Commission argues that the country needs to reinstitute a public education campaign that stresses the importance of being thrifty, engaged in a similar transaction cannot all be wrong).

212. See Vyse, supra note 65, at 62–72; Wilcox, supra note 5, at 49 (“Even the economics literature that focuses the choice behavior of perfectly rational economic agents has concluded that temptation and the inability to delay gratification should be incorporated in models that are trying to predict actual economic behavior.”). Indeed, some would argue that U.S. consumers have been concerned with immediate happiness for almost fifty years. See Black, supra note 41, at 19 (suggesting that people in the 1960s had shifted “more and more from a puritanical culture to a hedonistic one” and that they were “more concerned with immediate happiness rather than counting on delayed satisfactions in life, or the life hereafter”).
215. Members of The Commission on Thrift include politicians; law, divinity, medical school and sociology professors; credit union lobbyists; members of conservative and liberal think tanks; and members associated with groups that range from the Georgia Family Council to Earth Charter U.S. Commission on Thrift, Members of the Commission on Thrift, http://www.newthrift.org/commission.htm (last visited Aug. 10, 2010). For a historical account of the role that savings banks played in encouraging thrift in nineteenth-century America, see Tucker, supra note 48, at 39–53.
216. Comm’n on Thrift, supra note 201.
that the government should help build new “thrift” institutions, and that “anti-thrift” institutions should be more heavily regulated.\footnote{See Whitehead, supra note 100, at 16–17. Even economists who are not involved with this thrift initiative have argued that the loose monetary policies of the U.S. Federal Reserve contributed to the current credit crisis and that federal officials failed to take a leadership role and adequately respond to the recent housing bubble. E.g., Shiller, supra note 108, at 48–49 (arguing that the Federal Reserve’s emphasis on preventing a recession and deflation caused it to implement monetary policies that would themselves feed the housing bubble); id. at 51–55 (suggesting that regulators did not appear to fully understand the risks associated with the excessive mortgage lending because they failed to recognize that the housing boom was a bubble that, at some point, would burst).}

It is unclear exactly when thrift became un-American or when thrift ceased to be a core value in this country.\footnote{See Calder, supra note 36, at 24–25; Grimes, supra note 65, at 93 (“[O]ne has heard complaints concerning the extravagance and lack of thrift which were certain to result from any system of long-deferred credits.”); Cf. Black, supra note 41, at 18 (“The virtue of thrift once expounded by Benjamin Franklin has been turned into the virtue of the spendthrift.”). But cf. Tucker, supra note 48, at 71–82 (arguing that neither blacks nor poor whites during the antebellum period embraced thrift).} For at least the first two decades of the twentieth century, living within one’s means and not borrowing appeared to be a firmly entrenched norm in this country.\footnote{See Olney, supra note 40, at 130–31; Tucker, supra note 48, at 83–98.} Until very recently, however, U.S. consumers both craved and demanded the immediate gratification associated with the freedom to buy nonessential goods and services now.\footnote{See Tucker, supra note 48, at 75.} The rejection of frugality as a shared societal norm transformed the concept of financial freedom from the colonial view that debt was morally reprehensible and enslaving, to an early twentieth century view that debt was not immoral and that people should be given greater opportunities to incur debt if the debt provides benefits to the consumer,\footnote{For example, in justifying the benefits of early automobile financing and extolling the benefits of owning a car, one writer notes that: In addition to the use which so many cars find in assistance to the owner, they have also the value they confer in the inmaterial benefits derived from them as pleasure vehicles. Over the week-end the tired man may enjoy the conveniences and comforts obtainable from having at his disposal a means for satisfying his wishes to see the country, to take his family for the much desired ride away from the commonplace affairs of daily existence, and even to keep them in better health. . . . And it is wise to remember that your proud owner, even though the possession cost very little, is probably a better citizen for having become a property holder or for having increased what he previously had. Grimes, supra note 65, at 95–96.} to the current view that financing your version of the American Dream is not only acceptable but in fact expected.\footnote{See Calder, supra note 36, at 20.} Granted, there still seems to be a stigma associated with being insolvent.\footnote{151 Cong. Rec. S2421 (daily ed. Mar. 10, 2005) (statement of Sen. Durbin) (“People I have known who have gone through bankruptcy are not proudly announcing to their friends: Well, I had a great day in bankruptcy court. These are people who are a little embarrassed, a little ashamed of what they had to go through.”). But see Rafael Efrat, Bankruptcy Stigma: Plausible Causes for Shifting Norms, 22 Emory Bankr. Dev. J. 481, 485–88 (2006); Teresa A. Sullivan, Elizabeth Warren & Jay Lawrence Westbrook, Less Stigma or More Financial Distress: An Empirical Analysis of the Extraordinary Increase in Bankruptcy Filings, 59 Stan. L. Rev. 213, 218 (2006).} However, for years in this country, there does not seem to have been any stigma asso-
associated with going deeply into debt, and the shift in our financial mores undoubtedly has contributed to the erosion of financial freedom.224

Of course, while thrift is good, being too thrifty is not so good. That is, just as there is a problem with too much debt, there also is a problem with too little debt. Economists have long acknowledged the “paradox of thrift” and have stressed that saving and spending are good for the individual and are needed for the economy. Reasonable amounts of household savings are needed to foster economic stability and keep the economy strong. But saving too much and having too little household debt harms the economy by reducing the demand for goods and services and—as we are seeing now—by making bad recessions even worse.225 Consumers are (and reasonably should be) encouraged to incur some debt since it benefits them and also the economy. However, consumers should be discouraged from becoming too much in debt. Not surprisingly, where to draw the line between enough debt and too much debt has thus far escaped being understood by individual borrowers and the government itself.

The current recession appears to have caused many to re-embrace thrift and to redefine their perception of luxury versus necessity.226 Indeed, many now flaunt their newfound frugality.227 While there is no clear line between too much debt and not enough debt, debt is now a topic that is routinely discussed in popular culture, and the predominant current view is that excessive consumer debt should be avoided. Financial guru Dave Ramsey routinely preaches the value of living debt-free,228 and television personality Dr. Phil has urged families to scale back their debt and take responsibility for their bad financial choices.229 Similarly, personal financial pundit Suze Orman routinely preaches the gospel of financial literacy.230 Likewise, there are a plethora of blogs and web sites that promote frugality, thrift, and the importance of paying off your debts.231

Of course, not all web pages that appear to embrace the value of being debt-free actually do so. For example, the entity that controls the right to

226. See MORIN & TAYLOR, supra note 144.
231. For example, a blog called http://www.workingforfinancialfreedom.com/ excoriates debt, and chronicles one family’s quest to pay off almost $60,000 in debt. Another web page, http://www.couponmom.com, appears to have turned its operator into “one of the new rock stars of the recession.” Mui, supra note 227.
the web page http://financialfreedom.com/ espouses a decidedly anti-thrift message. Had this web page existed thirty years ago, it likely would have provided information that would help people increase their financial freedom and reduce their debts. While purportedly promoting financial freedom, flexibility, and independence, the main goal of this website is to encourage senior citizens to incur debt by taking out a reverse mortgage on their home. Other web pages that extol financial freedom also contain information that is more likely to deprive people of financial freedom than to expand their freedom.232

D. The Devastating Effects of Vanishing Financial Freedom

If greater financial freedom means giving people unlimited choices and the unfettered opportunity to go deeper into debt, then less financial freedom and fewer choices would be better for many people because it would make them happier and ultimately increase their well-being.233 Financially stressed consumers are more likely to suffer from a host of medical problems, including migraines/headaches, stomachaches, back pains, higher rates of cardiovascular disease, and hypertension. These medical conditions, in turn, often lead to anxiety and other psychological issues, most notably depression.234 People who are financially stressed also may have higher mortality (including suicide) rates.235 Excessive debt also undermines healthy habits, as financially stressed people tend to avoid or delay medical or dental treatment in order to avoid incurring medical expenses,236 or they eat cheaper, but less nutritious, food.237

232. For example, one of the first entries that appears after you google the term financial freedom is a book entitled Safe Strategies for Financial Freedom. While the 325 page book devotes fourteen pages to explaining the importance of getting out of debt, the vast majority of the book extols the virtues of margin trading, and other speculative methods of attaining financial freedom.

233. See VYSE, supra note 65, at 83 (discussing current research on self-control and observing that “individuals struggling to negotiate . . . economic environments . . . are often better off with less choice”).

234. CHRISTOPHER G. DAVIS & JANET MANTLER, CARLETON UNIV., THE CONSEQUENCES OF FINANCIAL STRESS FOR INDIVIDUALS, FAMILIES, AND SOCIETY 9–13 (2004), http://www.doylegroup.ca/personal/reports/financial_distress_DSI.pdf; cf. Sarah Ross et al., Stress, Debt and Undergraduate Medical Student Performance, MED. EDUC., June 2006, at 584, 588. If these medical conditions cause the individual to incur medical debt, it is likely that those debts will add additional stress to the consumer. See Jacoby, supra note 99, at 307 (discussing poll findings about worries “about falling deep into debt because of medical expenses”).


People who are suffering from financial stress often suffer privately and silently, and they tend to have lower self-esteem and feel disconnected from society because they no longer participate in a central life activity (i.e., working in the marketplace). They also feel alienated from the people around them and tend to argue more with family members and, not surprisingly, have higher divorce rates. This alienation may in turn cause the person’s spouse and children to feel a loss of control or become anxious or depressed.

VI. CONCLUSION

The gradual erosion of financial freedom is an untreated epidemic that largely has been overlooked even as we have worked assiduously to protect U.S. citizens from threats to their personal liberty in the U.S. and from domestic and international threats. Whether caused by creditor misconduct, debtor naiveté, or the almost total deregulation of the consumer credit market, people who have no control over their financial affairs live in a state of unfreedom that harms them, the people in their lives, their communities, and the nation. Consumers have been harmed, and will always be harmed, when they have the unfettered freedom to accumulate massive amounts of debt. Ignoring the harm created by the unregulated freedom to become indebted significantly contributed to the current financial crisis. While indebtedness is not by itself a bad thing, when protecting financial freedom, we must continue to remember the importance of protecting both the financial freedom to participate in activities and the financial freedom from being harmed by certain activities.
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